
Christina Kaelberer, an award-winning pâtissier, has been baking her way professionally to a sugary

pinnacle for the last twenty years. But Kaelberer’s passion for cooking extends long before she pursued an

education and career in such; Kaelberer’s earliest memories are recalled as she stood in front of the oven

challenging herself how to elevate a box of Betty Crocker at the age of 10. Kaelberer brings her extreme

passion, creativity and boundless energy to The ‘Quin House as our Executive Pastry Chef. 

Kaelberer has designed The ‘Quin House’s pastry program to be as blissfully intricate as one of her 20-

layered cakes. Taking cue from each of The ‘Quin House’s globally-inspired dining concepts, Kaelberer has

created distinctive pastry programs reflective of and to complement the varied culinary styles. Whether it

is mirroring concepts native to Japan in Bondo or capturing the light and bright flavors of the

Mediterranean at Café Q, Kaelberer’s keen attention to detail is realized in each of her confectionaries

intended to trigger guests’ memories of past exotic travels. Kaelberer’s key inspiration in creating is in the

seasonality of ingredients, producing unexpected twists with every bite, and tirelessly researching top-

quality purveyors like Valrhona which has taken Kaelberer to its headquarters in France and plantations in

the Dominican Republic to further enhance her craft. Kaelberer’s passion for sources like Valrhona don’t

stop at the delicious cocoa; Kaelberer has a deep appreciation for the brand’s mission – which includes

supporting a school for 30+ children, the offspring of the plantation farmers – complimentary to The ‘Quin

House’s mission to foster a community of impact. Highlights from Kaelberer’s pastry program at The ‘Quin

House range from a lavish selection of eight celebratory cakes, a traditional high tea service presented via

trolley with ten loose-leaf options and sugar-laced accompaniments, decadent chocolate chip cookies

(Kaelberer’s personal favorite) and much more. Kaelberer ensures that no sweet-tooth is left unsatiated at

The ‘Quin House; her expertise in using alternate ingredients leaves vegans and those with a gluten-

intolerance ample options to indulge. 

Kaelberer’s quest to create sugar-heavens have taken her across the country honing her craft in

establishments in Boston, Miami, Dallas, Minneapolis, New York and more. Most recently, Kaelberer

served as Corporate Pastry Chef at The Joule Hotel (Dallas, TX) where she oversaw programs at six

properties under the Headington Company’s portfolio. Prior to that, Kaelberer was fashioning sweets at

notable venues such as Edward’s Dessert Kitchen (Minneapolis, MN), Marion Brasserie (Miami, FL),

Rainbow Room and Spice Market (New York City), as well as Market by Jean Georges at the W Boston.

Kaelberer’s accolades include being the 2019 Charlie Award for “Outstanding Pastry Chef,” a semi-finalist

in StarChefs.com’s International Pastry Competition and as a “Best Pastry Chef” nominee by Boston

magazine. 

Kaelberer holds an Associates degree in Applied Science alongside a Certificate of Advanced Baking &

Pastry from The Arts Institute International (Minneapolis, MN). She also attended Valhrona’s Ecole du

Grand Chocolat (Rhône Valley). 
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